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1 Editorial

Game theory has been recently becomea useful tool formodeling
and studying various networks. The past decade has witnessed a
huge explosion of interest in issues that intersect networks and
game theory.With the rapid growth of data traffic, from any kind
ofdevices andnetworks, game theory is requiringmore intelligent
transformation. Game theory is called to play a key role in design
of new generation networks that are distributed, self-organizing,
cooperative, and intelligent.

This special issue consists of seven selectedpapers for network
game theoryandapplications suchas contents sponsoring, service
provisioning, resource allocation in next generation mobile net-
works, and smart grids.

The first article titled BTime-Consistent Solutions for Two-
Stage Network Games with Pairwise Interactions^ studied a
two-stage network game with a special type of pairwise interac-
tions between players. For a particular type of a network, a sim-
plified formula for the Shapley value based on a constructed char-
acteristic function is derived. Time inconsistency of the Shapley
value and the core in the two-stage game with pairwise interac-
tions was demonstrated, and a time-consistent imputation distri-
bution procedure based stage payments were introduced to over-
come the time inconsistency problem.

The next article with title BPricing and Revenue Sharing
Between ISPs Under Content Sponsoring^ studied the inter-
pricing among Internet service providers that jointly deliver the
sponsoreddata fromcontentprovider toenduser.Authorsderived

the best response of the end user, the content provider, and the
Internet service providers, and analyzed their implications for the
sponsoring strategy of the content provider. Authors also investi-
gated the interactionsbetweenstrategic enduser, contentprovider,
and two interconnected Internet service providers through a se-
quential Stackelberg game, and concluded that cooperation be-
tween the Internet service providers improves the total payoff of
the Internet service providers and leads to a higher social welfare.

The third article titled BDuopoly Provision of Services Based
onWireless Sensor-Supplied Data: A Differential GameModel^
analyzed theprovisionof servicesbasedonwireless sensordata in
dynamicmanner. In thescenario, twocompetingserviceproviders
deploy their own wireless sensor networks in order to collect the
data and provide services to final users. The service providers
compete in prices dynamically in order to maximize their profits,
while the behavior of the users is modeled using a discrete choice
model. In particular, the changes in the population of users are
analyzed through an evolutionary game and the Logit dynamic,
while the dynamic competition in prices is studied using a differ-
ential game. The article concluded that the dynamic pricing com-
petition is economically feasible for the service providers, and the
dynamic solution converges to the static solution of the scenario.

The fourth article titled BNew Method of Energy Efficient
SubcarrierAllocationBasedonEvolutionaryGameTheory^ pro-
posed an energy efficient subcarrier allocationmethod using evo-
lutionary game in cognitive radio networks with filter bank
multicarriermodulation technology.Since theadjacentsubcarriers
don’tneedtobeorthogonal toeachother in filterbankmulticarrier,
authors applied evolutionary game theory to optimize the
subcarrier allocation problem. Authors introduced a channel state
matrix to show the quality of subcarriers and designed the
subcarrier allocation algorithm using evolutionary game.

In thenext article titled BLow-ComplexityChannelEstimation
and Cooperative Channel Allocation in Millimeter-Wave Small
CellNetworks^ proposedavirtual channel representationchannel
estimationmethodusingout-of-bandspatial informationtoreduce
training overheads for high-speed mobile communication net-
works. Since the throughput performance degrades in multi-cell
scenarios, authors also proposed a cooperative channel allocation
method based on coalitional game framework, which enhances
throughput performance inmm-wave small cell networks.
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The fifth article titled BDemand Response Management in
Smart Grid Networks: A Two-Stage Game-Theoretic
Learning-Based Approach^ considered the combined prob-
lem of power company selection and demand response man-
agement in a smart grid network consisting of multiple power
companies and multiple customers by adopting a reinforce-
ment learning and game-theoretic technique. The demand re-
sponse management problem is formulated as a two-stage
game-theoretic optimization framework and the result of the
two-stage game inputs to the learning system to build knowl-
edge and to conclude to the optimal power company selection.

The last article titled BChargingControl of ElectronicVehicles
inSmartGrid:AStackelbergDifferentialGameBasedApproach^
proposedthechargingcontrolproblemsoftheelectricalvehicles in
smart grid, where electricity transactions exist between the aggre-
gation and the electrical vehicles.Authors applied the Stackelberg
differential game to formulate the charging and discharging inter-
actions between the aggregation and the electrical vehicles,where
the dynamic behavior of the energy levels of the aggregation and
theelectricalvehiclesare formulatedasadifferentialgame,andthe
charginganddischarginginteractionsbetweentheaggregationand
the electrical vehicles are formulated as a Stackelberg game.
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